**Quick Facts**

Aligns with all curricular areas
Delivers easy access to vetted, credible research sources and articles
Develops critical thinking and problem-solving skills in young learners

---

**Overview**

*ResearchRocket* is a new online resource designed to make research more engaging and fun for young students. Whether using the large single search box or selecting one of the many subject areas, search results reveal relevant articles from a variety of credible magazines, newspapers and other information sources — all age and reading-level appropriate and ideal for individual or group classroom assignments. Beyond rich content, *ResearchRocket* supports teachers with helpful lesson plans and professional development tools.

**Aligns with all curricular areas**
Covers a broad range of subject areas to deliver vetted, credible and age-appropriate content across all subject areas.

**Designed for digital classrooms**
Responsive interface displays well on any device and features familiar tools for citations, links for sharing or Google Drive for downloading articles.

**Develops critical thinking and problem-solving skills**
Helps young learners make connections between the classroom and the real world. Content can be refined by Lexile score to engage students at their appropriate reading level.

**Creates engaged students**
Intuitive, easy-to-use interface helps students quickly discover useful information on any topic with two clicks.

**Supports classroom activity planning**
The Teacher Worksite facilitates preparation of classroom lessons and activities, allowing more time to work directly with students.

Interested? For more information and details visit [newsbank.com/researchrocket](http://newsbank.com/researchrocket)